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Marital intensives are programs designed for couples in crisis who need healing and restoration. 
Intensives may be used to supplement traditional marital therapy, or as a viable alternative. 
Many of the couples who participate in intensives have already made exhaustive effort at weekly 
counseling sessions; some have reached the point of giving up.  Intensives usually range from 
two to four days, occur in some type of sequestered retreat setting, and are led by licensed 
marriage experts.  Intensive marital therapy consistently produces lasting solutions to serious 
marital struggles by exposing and addressing the real root of the problem. Emotional connections 
are reestablished and couples rediscover safety in their relationship with each other, leading to 
true intimacy and genuine healing.

WHAT ARE MARRIAGE INTENSIVES?

Hideaway Experience Marriage Intensive -Offering a new proven 
method of counseling to help couples that are either in crisis or 
stuck with unresolved issues, the Hideaway Experience focuses 
on excellent therapy, nurturing service and a safe sequestered 
environment. Guests experience superb hospitality, sensitive 
prayer, and an opportunity to get to the root causes of distress 
with immediate hope for change. More information is available at 
www.thehideawayexperience.com  

National Institute of Marriage Intensive Programs - Utilizing the 
most powerful format we have found for helping couples who feel 
stuck and hopeless.  Research on NIM programs show a 85% 
success rate for all couples after two years. More information is 
available at www.nationalmarriage.com

The Center for Relational Care, based in Austin, Texas, employs 
Intimacy Therapy—a biblically-based, clinically-sound counseling 
model used in Marriage Intensives for more than 15 years. 
Offered each month in Texas and Georgia, CRC Intensives 
help couples transition from disconnect and conflict to become 
free to love. CRC counselors lead couples to experience God’s 
processes for healing hurts, resolving conflicts, and alleviating 
fears. Pre-work is conducted individually with each couple prior 
to the beginning of the Intensive. More information is available at  
www.RelationalCare.org

MINISTRIES offering Marriage Intensives:

http://www.amfmonline.com
http://www.fireproofthemovie.com
http://www.marriagecomission.com
http://www.fireproofmymarriage.com
http://www.amfmonline.com
http://www.marriagecomission.com

